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Uniform Manifold Sampling (UMS): Sampling the
Maximum Entropy PDF

Dr. Paul M. Baggenstoss [1]

Abstract—Maximum entropy PDF projection (MEPP) is a way
to construct generative models from feature transformations.
Corresponding to each dimension-reducing feature mapping,
such as a feed-forward neural network or an algorithm to
calculate linear-prediction coefficients from time-series, and given
a prior distribution for the features, MEPP finds a unique
generative model for the input data, which subject to mild re-
quirements, is maximum entropy (MaxEnt) among all probability
density functions (PDFs) that are consistent with the given feature
prior. In this paper, we consider the problem of sampling from
these MaxEnt projected PDFs. The sampling process consists of
drawing a sample from the given feature prior distribution, then
drawing samples uniformly distributed on the inversion set (set of
input samples consistent with the drawn feature value, usually
a manifold). The process is called uniform manifold sampling
(UMS). We describe UMS for simple non-linear and iterative
feature transformations, then focus on linear transformations
with input data constraints (xi > 0 or 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1), which
require MCMC-based sampling. We discover that the manifold
centroid (sample mean for a fixed feature value) is useful as a
deterministic MaxEnt feature inversion solution. We show how to
predict the centroid efficiently without sampling and demonstrate
its usefulness in speeding up MCMC by an order of magnitude,
and in spectral estimation and image reconstruction. Finally, we
provide an example of UMS in a classification experiment in
which we use Monte Carlo integration to create true generative
models from arbitrary classifiers.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A. Background

Due to their direct solution of the underlying inference
problem, discriminative methods have dominated classification
methods for many years [1]. Despite this, generative methods
have advantages - they can generalize better to un-forseen
changes in data make-up, are modular (by class), can make
use of unlabeled data, and can be easily interrogated - to see
what they have learned about a given class. In fact, generative
methods are now seeing a re-birth, for example, in a form of
Bayesian belief network called deep belief network (DBN) [2].
These new generative models rival or exceed the performance
of discriminative models [2].

B. PDF Projection

The method of PDF projection [3], and more recently
maximum entropy (MaxEnt) PDF projection [4], can be seen
as belonging to this re-birth of generative methods. But,
PDF projection is distinct because it is animplied generative
model with non-explicit sampling. It is also completely general
and has no favored structure. All that is required for PDF
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projection is a known feature mappingz = T (x), whereT
is some fixed dimension-reducing transformation satisfying
mild regularity conditions. For example,T could be a feed-
forward neural network. The feature transformation and the
implied generative model are duals. A special case of this
duality relationship can be seen in the inference filters that
are used to estimate the hidden variables in a Bayesian
belief network [2]. MaxEnt PDF projection formalizes this
duality relationship using the maximum entropy principle.
But, because MEPP constructs animplied generative model,
sampling is not explicit.

C. Why Sample?

A generative model is a mathematical description of the
data generation process. Mostly, however, generative models
are used for inference - to test the likelihood that a given input
data sample was generated by the model. There are, however,
compelling reasons to sample:

1) Qualitative validation of the distributionp(x), by ob-
serving the quality and suitability of the generated
samples [2].

2) Monte Carlo integration (MCI). Consider an arbitrary
function h(x) with supportX . Let pp(x) be a known
proposal distribution, having the same supportX , from
which samples may be drawn. We approximate the
integral ofh(x) overX by

C =

∫

x∈X

h(x)dx ≃ 1

K

K
∑

i=1

h(xi)

pp(xi)
, (1)

where the samplesxi are drawn frompp(x). In order
to promote efficient MCI,h(x) and pp(x) must be
compatible - so thatpp(x) “covers” h(x) well or that
high-likelihood regions ofh(x) cannot lie in extremely
low-likelihood regions ofpp(x). We provide an example
in Section VI.

3) Non-linear mixtures of generative models. Leth(x) =
(
∑

i wipi(x)
1/α
)α

. The parameterα is related to the
“temperature” parameter of the “softmax” function that
is widely used in machine learning and tends to control
the “hardness” (or “softness”) of mixing. The linear
mixture pp(x) =

∑

i wipi(x) is a compatible proposal
distribution. LetC be the integral ofh(x) obtained by
MCI. Then, h(x)/C is a valid generative model that
can be sampled (using rejection sampling [5]) and used
to estimate factorα by maximum likelihood (ML). We
provide an example in Section VI.
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4) Hybrid generative/discriminative models. Letym(x) be
a discriminative classifier output that approximates the
posterior class probabilityym(x) ≃ p(Hm|x). Now,
given an arbitrary generative modelp(x|Hm), we form
the product

hm(x) = p(x|Hm) e(ym(x)−1)/a. (2)

Parametera controls the relative effect ofym(x). The
PDF p(x|Hm) is a compatible proposal distribution for
MCI. Let Cm be the integral ofhm(x) obtained by MCI.
Then,hm(x)/Cm is a valid generative model that can
be sampled and used to estimatea by ML. We provide
an example in Section VI.

5) Whenp(x) is a projected PDF, sampling can be used to
better understand feature inversion methods, as we will
explain below when we discuss the manifold centroid.

D. Paper outline and Main Contributions

In section II, we lay the theoretical foundation for the paper
by presenting the main theorems underlying PDF projection,
MEPP and UMS. In Section III, we describe UMS for some
simple feature transformations and for an iterative (maximum
likelihood) estimator. In Section IV, we discuss UMS for
linear transformation whenxi > 0, which requires MCMC
sampling. We develop a deterministic way to estimate the
manifold centroid, which is then used to speed up MCMC
and serves as a feature inversion method corresponding to
classical MaxEnt methods. In Section V, we consider when
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 , adapting the MCMC approach, and show that the
manifold centroid corresponds to a new entropy measure based
on the truncated exponential distribution. We demonstrateit
in reconstructing images. Finally, in Section VI, we provide
a classification problem illustrating the sampling motivations
spelled out above.

II. M ATHEMATICAL RESULTS

A. PDF Projection

Let there be a feature transformation ormapping

T : X → Z, X ⊂ RN , Z ⊂ RD, D < N. (3)

We write this simply asz = T (x). We assume thatT is
“onto” so that all members ofZ are mapped from at least
one member ofX . There are some mild regularity conditions
assumed forT which are mentioned when discussing Theorem
1. Given some specified feature PDFg(z) on Z , there exists
a set of PDFs onX , denoted by{P : T, g} G(x), that are
consistent withg(z), meaning that ifG ∈ {P : T, g}, then
samples drawn fromG and passed throughT will have exactly
distribution g. PDF projection [3] is a means of constructing
a member of{P : T, g} based on a reference hypothesisH0.
The constructed PDF is called theprojectedPDF.

Theorem 1:(PDF Projection theorem), see [6], [4]. Con-
sider the feature mapping (3). Letg(z) be an arbitrary feature
PDF with supportZ. Let p(x|H0) be a reference distribution
with supportX . Letp(z|H0;T ), the distribution imposed onZ

whenz = T (x) andx ∼ p(x|H0). Letp(z|H0;T ) be non-zero
and have finite value everywhere onZ. Then, the function

G(x;H0, T, g) =
p(x|H0)

p(z|H0;T )
g(z), z = T (x) (4)

is a PDF (integrates to 1 overX ), and is a member of{P :
T, g} .

For a proof, see [6] or [4], Theorem 2. Note thatH0 is
a mathematical concept, and does not need to represent any
type of “noise-only” condition or realistic data or such. Tosee
how assuming thatp(z|H0;T ) exists and has finite value on
Z imposes certain conditions onT (x), we write

p(z|H0;T ) =

∫

x∈M(z;T )

p(x|H0) dx, (5)

where the integral is carried out on the level set

M(z;T ) = {x : T (x) = z, x ∈ X}. (6)

The existence of (5) implies thatp(x|H0) is (Lebesgue)
integrable on any level setM(z;T ), an implied regularity
condition for T . In the following, we refer toM(z;T ) as
“manifold”, which implies that the level set is locally euclidean
[7], which further impliesT is smooth. Level sets of smooth
functions (conventional level sets [8]) are manifolds [7].The
requirements for the existence of integral (5) do not require
manifolds, but the level sets we encounter in this paper all
produce at least closed subsets of manifolds.

The generality of (4) is strengthened by the following
theorem.

Theorem 2:(Completeness of PDF Projection). Any mem-
ber of {P : T, g} can be constructed using (4).

This theorem is credited to Steven Kay [9]. Proof: See [4]
Section II.A and Theorem 1. The importance of the theorem is
that we can seek the maximum entropy member of{P : T, g}
just by choosingH0.

The following corrolary describes how to draw samples
from G(x;H0, T, g).

Corrolary 1: (Sampling from projected PDF). To draw
samples fromG(x;H0, T, g), we first draw a samplez∗ from
g(z), then draw a samplex from the manifoldM(z∗;T )
with a probability distribution on the manifold proportional
to p(x|H0).
The above corrolary follows as a result of showing the
completeness property (See [4] Section II.A and Theorem 1).

We call the second part of the sampling process described
in Corrolary 1 manifold sampling. It consists of drawing a
samplex on the manifold with distribution proportional to
p(x|H0). We may view this “manifold distribution”, a function
that integrates to 1 on the manifold, as

µ(x|z∗;T,H0) =
p(x|H0) δ(z

∗, T (x))
∫

x∈M(z∗;T )
p(x|H0) dx

, (7)

whereδ(z∗, T (x)) = 1 if z∗ = T (x) and zero otherwise. By
its definition,µ(x|z∗;T,H0) integrates to 1 on the manifold
and can be interpreted as a posteriorp(x|z), which makes
clear the role ofp(x|H0) : it shapes the manifold distribution.
But, becausez = T (x) is a deterministic mapping,p(x|z) is
not a proper distribution - all of its probability mass lies on a
manifold of zero volume.
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B. Why Maximum Entropy?

The principle of maximum entropy is a well established
criterion for PDF design [10]. We now explain why we should
optimize (4) to maximize the entropy overH0 - and thereby
take into consideration not only our knowledge about the data,
but also our ignorance.

Often, the only “knowledge” we have about a PDF is
through observations of some data. Consider a set ofK
training samplesx1, x2, . . . ,xK and a number of proposed
PDFs computed using (4) for various feature transforma-
tions Tl(x), denoted byGl(x). If we select the PDF based
on maximizing the average projected log-likelihoodLl =
1
K

∑K
n=1 logGl(xn), the result will be misleading because

it only takes into account our knowledge (data), but not
our ignorance. We measure our ignorance using the entropy
Ql = −

∫

x
{logGl(x)} Gl(x)dx, which is the negative of the

theoretical value ofLl. If the probability mass is spread over
a wider area, the average value oflog p(x) is lower, soQl is
higher. The two concepts ofQ andL are illustrated in Figure

G (x)2

G (x)3

G (x)1

x

Fig. 1. Comparison of entropyQ and average log-likelihoodL for three
distributions. The vertical lines are the locations of training samples.

1 in which we show three competing distributions:G1(x),
G2(x), andG3(x). The vertical lines represent the location of
theK training samples. IfLl is the average value oflogGl(x)
at the training sample locations, then clearlyL1 ≪ L3 ≪ L2.
But choosingG2(x) is very risky because it is over-adapted
to the training samples and has lower entropy since most
of the probability mass is at places with higher likelihood.
Therefore, it has achieved higherL at the cost of lowerQ,
a suspicious situation. On the other hand,Q1 = Q3, but
L3 > L1. Therefore,G3(x) has achieved higherL thanG1(x)
without suffering lowerQ, so choosingG3(x) over G1(x)
is not risky. We therefore propose that when we compare
projected likelihood functions based on different features, we
should select the projected PDF with highest entropy for the
given feature transformationT . In the context of equation (4),
that means the choice ofH0 should be the one that results in
highest entropy.

C. MaxEnt PDF Projection

Maximum entropy PDF projection [4] is a means of finding
the unique member of{P : T, g} with highest entropy, more
precisely: to find theH0 that producesG(x;H0, T, g) with
highest entropy. The entropy ofG(x;H0, T, g) is given by

QG = −
∫

x

logG(x;H0, T, g) G(x;H0, T, g) dx.

It can be shown (See [4], equation 8) that this can be expanded
as follows:

QG = Qg +

∫

z

Qµ|z;H0
g(z) dz (8)

where the entropy ofg is Qg = −
∫

z
log g(z) g(z) dz, and

the manifold entropy is

Qµ|z;H0
= −

∫

x∈M(z;T )

log µ(x|z;T,H0) µ(x|z;T,H0)dx,

(9)
whereµ(x|z;T,H0) comes from (7). SinceQg is fixed, to ab-
solutely maximizeQµ|z;H0

(i.e. for eachg(z)), Qµ|z;H0
must

be maximized foreachz. This is achieved ifµ(x|z;T,H0)
is the uniform distribution, which is the MaxEnt distribution
on regions of compact support. But, in (7),µ(x|z;T,H0) is
shaped byp(x|H0). Therefore, we have two requirements, (a)
p(x|H0) must be of constant value on any manifold, and (b)
all manifoldsM(z;T ) must be compact. There are two ways
to achieve these requirements depending onX .

WhenX is itself a compact set, we can makep(x|H0) the
uniform distribution. Then, so long asM(z;T ) is compact for
all z 1, thenµ(x|z;T,H0) will be a proper uniform distribution
for all z, which has maximum entropy. Alternatively, whenX
is infinite in extent, the manifold can be forced to be compact
by the inclusion of anenergy statisticin z (first proposed
in [4]). The solution for compactX and the solution for
unboundedX are formalized by the following two theorems.

Theorem 3:Maximum Entropy PDF Projection - Com-
pact X . Starting with the same assumptions as Theorem 1,
we further assume thatX is a compact set and

∫

x∈X
dx =

a < ∞. Furthermore, we assume thatM(z;T ) is a compact
set for all z ∈ Z. Then, the PDF

G∗(x;T, g) =
a−1

p(z|H0;T )
g(z), (10)

wherep(z|H0;T ) is the distribution ofz under the uniform
assumptionp(x|H0) = a−1, is the member of{P : T, g} with
highest entropy.
Proof. By Theorem 2, we can seek the maximum entropy PDF
within the context of PDF projection - by selectingH0 to
maximize the second term in (8) overH0. But, this is the
expected value of the manifold entropy with expectation taken
overg(z). Under the assumptions of the theorem, the uniform
distribution onM(z;T ) maximizes (9) for any value ofz,
thus globally maximizing (8).

The second case considers whenX is not compact.
Theorem 4:Maximum Entropy PDF Projection - Un-

bounded X . Starting with the same assumptions as Theorem
1, we further assume that there exists a functionf such that

f(z) = f(T (x)) = ‖x‖ (11)

for some norm‖x‖ valid in X . We further assume that for all
finite z ∈ Z, M(z;T ) is a compact set. Then, if the reference
distribution can be written in the form

p(x|H0) = h(T (x)) (12)

1Just becauseX is compact does not automatically implyM(z;T ) is
compact even thoughM(z;T ) ∈ X .
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for some functionh, then the projected PDF (4) is the member
of {P : T, g} with highest entropy.
The proof is provided in [4], but we provide an outline.
Clearly (12) must be constant on the manifold (6) since
T (x) is fixed. Therefore, the manifold distribution (7) is the
uniform distribution. Also, by (11), sincez is fixed, ‖x‖ is
constrained to a constant on the manifold, so the manifold
itself must be bounded. Since the manifold is bounded, the
further assumption that the manifold is a compact set is
not very restrictive. The uniform distribution is the MaxEnt
distribution on the compact manifold [11].

The most straight-forward way to achieve both (11) and (12)
simultaneously is to choose a scalar statistict(x) that we call
energy statistic(ES). We assume that‖x‖ can be computed
from t(x) and thatt(x) can be computed fromT (x). We can
then choose a reference distribution in the exponential family

p(x|H0) = C exp {−|t(x)/a|p} , p ≥ 1.

This family includes standard normal and exponential distri-
butions.

Example 1: Letx have support inPN , defined as the
positive quadrant ofRN , wherexi > 0, ∀i. The statistic

t1(x) =

N
∑

i=1

xi (13)

leads to the 1-norm onPN . Therefore, as long ast1(x) can
be computed fromz, then the exponential reference hypothesis

p(x|H0) =

N
∏

i=1

e−xi = e−t1(x) (14)

meets the conditions of Theorem 4.
Example 2: Letx have support everywhere inRN . The

statistic

t2(x) =

N
∑

i=1

x2
i (15)

leads to the 2-norm onRN . Therefore, as long ast2(x) can
be computed fromz, then the manifold (6) will be inscribed
on the hyper-sphere of radius

√

t2(x). The Gaussian reference
hypothesis

p(x|H0) =

N
∏

i=1

1√
2π

e−x2

i /2 = (2π)
−N/2

e−t2(x)/2, (16)

meets the conditions of Theorem 4.

D. Uniform Manifold Sampling (UMS) and Manifold Cen-
troid.

The central idea of this paper follows by applying corrolary
1 to Theorems 3 or 4, which results in the following corrolary.

Corrolary 2: (Sampling the MaxEnt projected PDF). To
draw samples fromG∗(x;T, g), the MaxEnt member of{P :
T, g}, we first draw a samplez∗ fromg(z), then draw a sample
x uniformly distributed on the manifold (6). To reflect this, the
manifold distribution (7) simplifies to

µ(x|z∗;T ) = 1
∫

x∈M(z∗;T )
dx

, x ∈ M(z∗;T ), 0 otherwise,

(17)

where we have dropped the dependence onH0.
Notice that we have removed the dependence ofµ on H0

because the reference distribution plays no role in the MaxEnt
sampling procedure - the manifold distribution is always
uniform and does not depend onH0.

The second step, sampling fromµ(x|z;T ), we call uniform
manifold sampling (UMS), is useful by itself, and is related
to feature inversion. Because the feature measures only a
low-dimensional aspect of the originalx, the “inverted” x
samples may appear entirely unlike the originalx that led
to z∗. Therefore, in inverse problems, it is common to seek
a “smooth” or optimum member of the manifold with respect
to some “regularity” measure [12], [13]. UMS suggests a new
approach to the inversion problem for convex manifolds: find
the manifold centroid

x̄z = E(x|z∗) =
(

∫

x∈M(z∗;T )

x dx

)/(

∫

x∈M(z∗;T )

dx

)

,

(18)
which can be approximated by averaging independent samples
generated by UMS for a fixedz. As we will show, the centroid
has very desirable properties in two important examples.

E. Chain Rule

Many feature transformations can be decomposed into a
series of simpler transformations. What applies to the full
transformation can be applied to each individual stage. But,
interestingly, some transformations are only tractable when
viewed as chains, and so it is only practical to do MaxEnt
PDF projection on the chain.

Assume that the transformationz = T (x) can be broken
into the partsy = Ty(x), w = Tw(y), andz = Tz(w). Then,
equation (4) takes on the chain-rule form:

G(x) =

[

p(x|H0x)

p(y|H0x)

] [

p(y|H0y)

p(w|H0y)

] [

p(w|H0w)

p(z|H0w)

]

g(z),

(19)
whereH0x, H0y, H0w are reference hypotheses used at each
stage. To understand the importance of the chain-rule, consider
how we would computep(z|H0;T ) for some canonical input
data reference hypothesisp(x|H0). At each stage, the distribu-
tion of the output feature becomes more and more intractable.
Thus, at the end of a long signal processing chain, we may
be unable to derivep(z|H0;T ). Estimating p(z|H0;T ) is
futile, because generally a canonical reference hypotheses, as
required for MaxEnt PDF projection is completely unrealistic
as PDF for real data, and vice-versa. Furthermore,p(z|H0;T )
is more often than not evaluated in the far tails of the
distribution. On the other hand, using the chain-rule, we can
“re-start” the process by assuming a suitable canonical form
for H0 at the start of each stage. As long as each stage-
dependent reference hypothesis meets the requirements for
MaxEnt PDF projection for each stage by itself, then the chain
as a whole will indeed produce the desired MaxEnt projected
PDF [4]. This is most easily accomplished by including the
appropriate energy statistic in the feature so that (11) and
(12) can be satisfied, using canonical Gaussian, exponential,
or uniform reference distributions.
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To perform MaxEnt sampling from the chain (19), we first
draw a samplez∗ from g(z). We then draw a samplew∗ by
UMS from the manifold{w : Tz(w) = z∗}, then draw a
sampley∗ by UMS from the manifold{y : Tw(y) = w∗},
then draw a samplex∗ by UMS from the manifold{x :
Ty(x) = y∗}.

F. Remainder of the paper

Above, we have provided our main theoretical results. The
rest of the paper is devoted to examining commonly-used
feature transformations and describing how to draw samples
from G∗(x;T, g). It is important to note that the simple
examples provided below can be combined into chains (as per
Section II-E) to analyze sophisticated feature transformations.
We also will spend considerable time discussing the manifold
centroid, which we alluded to in Section II-D. Not only does
the centroid produce an interesting feature inversion approach,
which has potential wide applications, but it is instrumental in
speeding up the sampling itself.

III. UMS FOR SIMPLE FEATURE TRANSFORMATIONS

A. Magnitude Squared DFT bins

A non-linear feature transformation extensively used in
signal processing is the DFT, followed by magnitude-squared
of the bins. Letx ∈ RN , whereN is even. Let

zk =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

N
∑

i=1

xi e
−j2π(k−1)(i−1)/N

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, 1 ≤ k ≤ N/2 + 1.

The computing of the projected PDF for this transformation
was discussed previously (see [4], Section IV.A). The ES is
the weighted total powert2(x) =

∑N/2+1
k=1 zkwk, where

wk = 1/N for k = 1, N/2 + 1, andwk = 2/N otherwise.
By Parseval’s theorem, this computes the total input energy,
t2(x) =

∑N
i=1 x

2
i , and therefore leads to the 2-norm‖x‖2 =

√

t2(x), satisfying (11). We can meet (12) with the Gaussian
(16). Given a fixed featurez∗, we generate samples ofx on the
manifold (6). We can treat each DFT bin independently. Note
thatx and the DFT outputXk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N/2+1 are related by
a linear transformation which preserves uniform distributions
2. Thus, we may first generate the DFT output with UMS,
then inverse transform to getx. UMS for the real-valued DFT
bins 1 and N/2 + 1 is accomplished by selectingXk from
{
√

z∗k, −
√

z∗k} with equal probability. For the remaining bins,
Xk =

√

z∗k ejθ, whereθ is selected uniformly in[0, 2π]. To
computex, we extend the DFT output to lengthN using the
conjugate of the complex bins, then take the inverse DFT.

B. Linear Feature, unboundedx

1) Feature Transformation:Consider the linear feature
calculationzA = A′x, wherex ∈ RN , andA is any full-
rankN×D matrix. Applications include principal component

2Note that the complex DFT operation, when the real and imaginary
parts are concatenated, dimension-preserving, 1:1 and invertible real linear
transformation. Under such transformations, the uniformly-distributed unit hy-
percube becomes rotated in higher-dimensional space, but remains uniformly
distributed.

analysis (PCA) and linear filtering of seismic recordings and
time-series and the final DCT stage in computation of MFCC.
This transformation has no ES, so needs to be augmented.
Without loss of generality, we use (15). The complete feature
is the union ofzA with the ES, denoted byz = [zA, t2],
which is a non-linear function ofx and leads to a non-convex
manifold.

2) UMS for Linear feature, unboundedx: Given a fixed
feature valuez∗ = [z∗A, t∗2], the manifold is given by

x :
{

A′x = z∗A,
∑N

i=1 x
2
i = t∗2

}

. If A is full rank, then by
orthogonal expansion, anyx can be written

x = xA +Bu, (20)

whereB is theN × (N −D) ortho-normal matrix that spans
the linear subspace orthogonal to the columns ofA, and

xA = A(A′A)−1z∗A. (21)

To satisfy the second requirement, we need||x||2 = ||xA||2+
||u||2 = t∗2. Thus, we need the vectoru to have length
||u|| =

√

t∗2 − ||xA||2. Thus,u lies on a hyper-sphere. The
multivariate standard Gaussian has a distribution that projects
evenly anywhere on the standard hyper-sphere. Thus, uni-
formly sampling a hyper-sphere is accomplished by drawingu

asn−D iid samples of zero-mean Gaussian random variable,
then normalizingu to have length equal to the hyper-sphere
radius. In summary, the sampling method is: (a) DrawN −D
samples of independent Gaussian samples of mean 0 and
variance 1, denoted bỹu, (b) Let u = ũ

‖ũ‖

√

t∗2 − ||xA||2,
then (c) Computex from (20).

3) Asymptotic (largeN ) behavior: We generated random
samples on the manifold for a fixedz∗ and plotted the pair
(xl, xm) for two indexesl,m on a plane. We used the feature
z = [t1(x), t2(x)], with A = [1, 1, . . . 1]′, and D = 1.
Figure 2 shows a simulation forN = 3, 4, and64. To compute
z∗, we drew a samplex from a standard normal distribution,
computedt∗1, t

∗
2. Then, we generated random samples ofx on

the manifold. On the left, we see random samples ofx pro-
jected on thex1, x2 plane. On the right, we see a histogram of
x2. Interestingly, for a 2-dimensional manifold,N−D = 2, the
samples fall on an elliptical curve. With increasing manifold
dimension, the marginal distributions approach Gaussian,even
though the sampling is uniform on the manifold.

Fig. 2. Manifold sampling results forN = 3, N = 4, andN = 64. Top
row: random samples ofx1, x2. Bottom row: histograms ofx2.
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C. Maximum Likelihood (ML) Parameter Estimation

PDF projection can also be applied to iterative feature
transformations ([4], Section II.C). We now consider UMS to
generate samples uniformly on the manifold of data samples
which will have exactly a specified ML parameter estimate.
Consider the Gaussian parametric modelx = Hθa+v, where
Hθ is aN×P matrix of basis functions,a is aP×1 amplitude
vector, andv is anN × 1 vector of iid zero-mean Gaussian
RVs with varianceσ2. Assume columni of Hθ depends non-
linearly on a parameterθi. Let θ = [θ1 . . . θP ]. This model
underlies many important estimation problems, such as the
estimation of sine-waves in noise [14].

The likelihood function is given by

log p(x;θ,a, σ2) = −N

2
log(2πσ2)− (x−Hθa)

′(x−Hθa)

2σ2
.

The ML parameter estimates (MLE)̂θ, â, σ̂2 are such that the
derivative oflog p(x;θ,a, σ2) with respect to each parameter
is zero. The derivative constraint forθ leads to

x′Hθ
θa = a′H′

θH
θ
θa. (22)

whereHθ
θ is the column-wise derivative ofHθ with respect to

θi. Note that in these problems,θ̂ can be found independently
of â, σ̂2 by maximizing x′Hθ (H

′
θHθ)

−1
H′

θx. Once θ̂ is
found, we have

â =
(

H′
θ̂
Hθ̂

)−1

H′
θ̂
x, (23)

then,

σ̂2 =
1

N
(x−Hθ̂â)

′(x−Hθ̂â). (24)

Now, given fixed MLE values of̂θ, â, σ̂2, the above equations
can be used to define the manifold ofx that lead to the given
MLE. Define the statisticsz0 = x′x, z1 = H′

θx, and
z2 = â′Hθ′

θ x. We can use (23), (24), and (22) to compute
z0, z1, z2 from θ̂, â, σ̂2. The equations definingz0, z1, z2 lead
to a set of constraints onx that can be writtenA′x = [z1, z2],
and x′x = z0, conforming to the problem of Section III-B.
If we draw samples on the manifold, every sample will meet
the derivative constraint forθ as well as produce the same
amplitude and variance estimates, so will be samples that
produce the given ML solution.

IV. L INEAR FEATURE, POSITIVEx

We now study UMS for linear dimension-reducing trans-
forms of positive data, with no upper bound in amplitude,
thusx ∈ PN . Applications include linear transformations of
intensity or spectra.

A. Feature transformation

We consider again the linear feature calculation

z = A′x, (25)

whereA is any full-rankN × D matrix. The ES (13) can
be integrated intoz if we assume that1 = A (A′A)

−1
A′1,

where1 = [1, 1, 1, . . . 1]′.

B. UMS for Linear Feature, positivex

For a fixed featurez∗, UMS is implemented by drawing a
sample from the manifold{x : A′x = z∗, x ∈ PN}. We
can span the manifold by choosingu in (20). Samples may be
generated using rejection sampling by generating samples of
u uniformly in a sufficiently large hypercube, then rejecting
samplesx that fall outside ofPN , but this method suffers
from exponentially decreasing acceptance rate [15].

To visualize the distribution ofx generated using UMS, we
conducted an experiment analogous to section III-B3. We used
a feature of dimensionD = 2, with the first feature equal to
t1(x), and generated random samples ofx on the manifold
using rejection sampling. Figure 3 (top left) shows samplesof
x1, x2 showing the desired uniform distribution. Figure 3 (top
right) shows the histogram ofx2. For manifold dimensions

Fig. 3. Manifold sampling results forN = 4, N = 6, and N = 10
(manifold dimension 2,4,8, respectively). Top row: random samples ofx1,
x2. Bottom row: marginal distribution ofx2.

above 2, the manifold distribution does not look uniform
when projected onto a 2D plane even though it is uniform in
the higher dimensions. With increasing manifold dimension,
the marginal distribution looks increasingly exponential. This
effect is analogous to Figure 2, which tended to Gaussian. It
is interesting that the marginal distributions, despite using a
uniform distribution on the manifold, tend to canonical distri-
butions, which are known to be maximum entropy distributions
under the moment constraints corresponding to the respective
energy statistics [16], [11].

C. MCMC-UMS

1) Hit-and-Run: To make UMS practical at high dimen-
sions, we turn to a form of MCMC called Hit-and-Run (H&R)
for uniformly sampling on a compact convex set [17], [18],
[19], [15].

2) Algorithm description: In MCMC-UMS, we first find
one valid sample on the manifold, then move along a 1-
dimensional line in the linear subspace spanned by the
columns of matrixB which is defined in (20). Since the
manifold set is convex, all points on the line in a compact
interval are valid and the interval endpoints can be easily
solved for. A new sample is chosen by uniformly sampling on
the interval. The process repeats by choosing a new direction,
and repeating. This is considered to be the most efficient way
to obtain an asymptotic uniformly-sampled point in a convex
set [17]. We consider two ways of choosing directions:
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1) Random-directions(normal H&R) in which a new ran-
dom direction is chosen each time. We choose the new
direction by drawing a vector of independent Gaussians,
and normalizing it to have norm 1.

2) Systematic(variation of H&R), by changing each ele-
ment ofu one at a time, a method can be seen as slice
sampling in multiple dimensions with uniform target
distribution [20].

Here is a summary of the MCMC-UMS algorithm.

1) As a starting point, we will need a vectoru that is valid,
i.e. produces anx that lies inM(z∗;T ) andPN . Let
x0 be a starting point, thenu0 = B′x0, which maps
back tox0 using (20).

2) For systematic method, we letb be a column of matrix
B. Each iteration, we choose the next column, in order,
returning back to the first column afterN−D iterations.
In the random directionsmethod, we chooseb to be a
random direction within the column space ofB by gen-
erating anN −D-dimensional vectorh of independent
standard normal variates, normalized so that‖h‖ = 1.
We then letb = Bh.

3) We then letx = x0 + γb, whereγ lies in a compact
interval of the real lineγ ∈ (γL, γH), that includes
zero (to produce the current valuex0). We find these
limits as follows. Define the vectorc = [c1, c2, . . . cN ]
calculated fromb as ci = bi/x

0
i , ∀i. Then, γL is -1

times the reciprocal of the largest positive value ofc,
andγH is -1 times the reciprocal of the most negative
value ofc.

4) We selectγ by drawing a uniform random variable in
(γL, γH).

5) We then setx0 = x, and repeat (go to step 2).

The number of iterations required before the initial conditions
are “forgotten” is problem-dependent.

3) Starting point: To start MCMC-UMS, we need a valid
x that is a solution toA′x = z∗, x ∈ PN . A good starting
point can be obtained from any linear-programming solver by
finding the solution to the maximization3 of q =

∑N
i=1 xi

subject toA′x = z∗. Any linear programming (LP) algorithm
such as OCTAVEglpk.m or MATLAB linprog.m can
output a “solution” which is a valid point. However, better
than a starting point from a linear programming solver is the
manifold centroid described later in Section IV-D.

4) Illustration: To illustrate the method, we chooseN = 5,
andD = 3 so thatN − D = 2 so that the data will always
appear uniformly distributed when projected on a plane. Figure
4 shows the data as seen from thex2, x5 plane after 4 and 20
iterations of the systematic method. The five facets of the valid
region are caused by the manifold reaching the positivity limit
of each of the five dimensions. Non-uniformity can be clearly
seen for 4, but not for 20 iterations. Later, we will discuss the
difference between the systematic and the random-directions
algorithm. But first, we must solve for the centroid.

3It makes no difference if we are maximizing or minimizing sinceq is
fixed anyway by the linear constraints.
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Fig. 4. Visual uniformity test forN = 5, D = 3. The 2-D manifold as
seen from the two dimensionsx2, x5 after 4 iteration (left) and 20 iterations
(right).

D. Centroid

For convex manifolds, the manifold centroidx̄z is the center
of mass in Figure 4 and is on the manifold. It is also the con-
ditional meanE(x|z∗), and is an optimal point with respect to
a deterministic entropy measure. It has applications in feature
inversion, image reconstruction and spectral estimation.

The centroid can be approximated by the sample mean
of samples generated using UMS, or much more efficiently
using the “surrogate density” approach, which we now explain.
Let ps(x), be a PDF with support onX (not limited to the
manifold), but sharing four properties withµ(x|z∗;T ): (a) its
meanλ lies on the manifold, so

A′λ = z∗, such that x̄i > 0, for all i, (26)

(b) it has constant densityalongthe manifold (meaning that the
gradient in a direction aligned with the manifold is zero), (c) it
has maximum possible entropy under the constraint (26). How-
ever, instead of having all its probability masson the manifold,
it has support in all ofX with its probability mass concentrated
near the manifold. This idea is illustrated in Figure 5. The
property that the samples congregate near the manifold for
N large can be justified by the law of large numbers (See
Section VIII-A). As a result, the surrogate density converges
effectively to the manifold distribution. Therefore, the meanλ
of the surrogate density is a very good approximation to the
manifold centroidx̄z at high dimensions. The property that
the surrogate distribution is uniform along the manifold can
be seen once we select the surrogate density and maximize
its entropy. It is known that the exponential density has the
highest entropy among all densities for positive-valuedx with
specified meanλ [11].

p(x;λ) =

N
∏

i=1

1

λi
exp

{

−xi

λi

}

. (27)

We therefore propose to use (27) as the surrogate density for
µ(x|z∗;T ), by maximizing the entropy of (27) overλ, subject
to A′

λ = z∗. The entropy of (27) is

Qp =

N
∑

i=1

(1 + log λi), (28)

where “p” indicates positive data case. If we use (20) to write
λ in terms ofu, we can maximizeQp over u. The solution
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Fig. 5. Illustration of surrogate density. An arbitrary sample x is decomposed
into a componentxA in the column space ofA and the orthogonal component
xB . At high dimension, samples congregate near the manifold whereA

′
x =

z and are equally distributed along the manifold.

must meet the requirement that the derivatives of the entropy
with respect touk are zero, or

Quk
p =

N
∑

i=1

Bik

λi
= 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ m. (29)

This condition forces the distribution to be constant on the
manifold. To see this, first, letx be decomposed as (See
Figure 5),x = xA +Bu, where matrixB spans the subspace
orthogonal to matrixA. Note that changes to vectoru will
movex within the manifold, but not change its projection onto
the columns ofA, sox remains on the manifold. Therefore,
a distribution is constant on the manifold if and only if its
derivative w/r tou is zero. It is easily shown that the derivative
of log p(x;λ) with respect touk equals−∑N

i=1
Bi,k

λi
, making

(29) equivalent to requiringp(x;λ) to be constant on the
manifold. Now we see that the surrogate density not only has
mean value on the manifold, has probability mass congregating
near the manifold, and in addition is constant on the manifold.
Therefore, we must also expect that it has asymptotically the
same mean as the manifold distribution (17).

Incidentally, note that maximizing (28) also maximizes
spectral entropy measure

Qs(x) =
N
∑

i=1

log xi, (30)

which underlies classical MaxEnt spectral estimation [21], [22]
and MaxEnt image reconstruction [23], [24]. Thus, we expect
to obtain the same result as classical methods.

Note that (29) is the same as the condition that the vector

α = [1/λ1, 1/λ2 . . . 1/λN ]′ (31)

is contained in the column space ofA. Therefore, we can
replace (29) with the alternative condition

α = Av, (32)

for someD × 1 vectorv. Therefore, to find the mean of the
surrogate density, we solve for the free variablev such that

A′
λ(Av) = z∗, (33)

where

λ(α) = [1/α1, 1/α2, . . . 1/αN ]′. (34)

We can solve this by driving the square error to zero:

ρ(v) = (A′
λ(Av)− z)′(A′

λ(Av)− z). (35)

We can easily find derivative ofρ(v) with respect tov :
[

∂ρ

∂vk

]

= 2(A′
λ(Av)− z)′A′ΛA, (36)

whereΛ(α) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements

Λi = −1/α2
i . (37)

We have found that if we use the negative-definite Hessian
approximation

[

∂2ρ

∂vk∂vl

]

≃ −2 (A′Λ(α)A) (A′Λ(α)A) , (38)

the resulting Newton-Raphson algorithm has excellent con-
vergence properties when starting withα = [1, 1, . . . 1]′. Let
λ̂(z∗) be the value ofλ at the solution to (33). The algorithm
to find λ̂(z∗) can be summarized as follows.

1) Set iteration countern = 0.
2) To initialize, let v0 = (A′A)

−1
A′1, where 1 is the

vector of ones.
3) αn = Avn. Initially, α will be the vector of ones.
4) λn(αn) = [1/α1, 1/α2, . . . 1/αN ]′.
5) Compute derivative and Hessian according to (36),(37)

and (38), then updatev:

vn+1 = vn +

[

∂2ρ

∂uk∂ul

]−1 [
∂ρ

∂uk

]

.

6) Incrementn and go to step 3.

Although this method corresponds to classical methods, it is
based on a novel sampling argument and can be extend to
other manifolds as we will see.

E. Example: AR/ACF Spectrum

We now use UMS to create random spectra that have a fixed
auto-correlation function (ACF) up to a lag of2, corresponding
to an auto-regressive (AR) process of orderP = 2 [25].

1) Feature Transformation:Let x be theN × 1 vector of
magnitude-squared bins of the DFT ofNt real time-series
samples, whereN = Nt/2+1. The ACF can be computed by
the inverse DFT usingz = A′x, where matrixA is described
in ([4], Section V.B). The ES is the zero-th ACF lag, which
is a weighted sum of the elements ofx, with corresponding
reference hypothesis ([4], equation 28).
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2) Experimental approach:To generate a realistic input
samplex, we generated simulated time-series data of length
Nt = 128 from an AR process of orderP = 2 with a peaked
spectrum. We then computed the magnitude-squared bins of
the DFT, keeping theN = 65 unique bins as our “raw data”x.
Multiplying by the 65× 3 matrix A computed the first three
auto-correlation lags (0 through 2). With this feature fixed,
we applied MCMC-UMS (systematic approach) to generate
random spectra on the manifold. We compared the mean of
the MCMC-UMS generated samples witĥλ(z∗).

3) Results:Figure 6 shows five spectra: (a) input spectrum
x, (b) a typical MCMC-UMS sample, (c) traditional auto-
regressive (AR) spectrum obtained by Levinson algorithm, (d)
MaxEnt solutionλ̂(z∗) solving (29), and (e) the sample mean
of 100000 full MCMC-UMS iterations4. All of the spectra are
on the manifoldM(z∗;T ) 5. The important take-away from
Figure 6 is that̂λ(z∗) runs directly through the MCMC-UMS
sample mean values (circles), confirming thatλ̂(z∗) is indeed
a good estimate of̄xz. The fact thatλ̂(z∗) also appears to
be the same as the traditional AR spectrum (aside for a slight
deviation at the end bins), is not unexpected because it involves
the same optimization as for traditional MaxEnt spectral esti-
mation, which is known to coincide with the auto-regressive
method [21], [22]. Despite the fact that̂λ(z∗) corresponds
to classical methods in this case, it is enlightening to see
a new geometric interpretation at the manifold centroid and
maximum entropy sampling interpretation. It also leaves open
the possibility of generalizing to different linear constraints
and different range forx.
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Fig. 6. Light jagged line: raw input spectrumx. Dark jagged dashed
line: Typical MCMC-UMS sample. Circles: sample mean of MCMC-UMS.
Triangles: traditional AR spectrum. Smooth dark solid line that runs through
circles and triangles: MaxEnt solution̂λ(z∗) .

F. Accuracy of Estimated Centroid and Mixing Rate

While Figure 6 suggests that̂λ(z∗) ≃ x̄z, it is prudent
to quantify the accuracy. We can visualize the convergence of

4Each full iteration isN −D = 62 simple iterations, updating each of the
free manifold dimensions.

5Except the AR spectrum because it onlyapproximatelymeets the con-
straint. The ACF of the AR spectral estimate matches the ACF of the original
spectrum [25], but this is a large-N asymptotic property that does not hold
when the ACF is computed using a finite-length data segment
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Fig. 7. Convergence of MCMC-UMS sample mean to MaxEnt solutionfor
four approaches: systematic (SYS), random directions (RAN), with whitening
(-W). X-axis: number of full iterations.

the sample mean to the centroid estimate, by plotting the error
metric

ǫ =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

[

log

(

x̄i

λ̂i

)]2

, (39)

where x̄i is the sample mean ofxi and λi is corresponding
element ofλ̂(z∗). In Figure 7, we plot mean square fractional
error ǫ as a function offull iterations6 for the systematic and
random directions approaches. The graph also shows the result
with whitening, which will be described later.

The more correlated the samples in consecutive iterations
are, the longer it takes for the sample mean to converge. The
mixing rate for MCMC is generally measured by effective
sample size (ESS), which is the number of independent sam-
ples needed to obtain the equivalent estimation error [26].We
can see the change in ESS in Figure 7 by drawing horizontal
lines. The error continues decreasing even after 100,000 full
iterations, an indication that the proposed MaxEnt solution is a
good approximation to the asymptotic mean of MCMC-UMS.

Figure 7 surprisingly indicates that the random directions
method is much slower. To investigate this, we tried the
systematic approach after randomizing the orthogonal basis
matrixB, by post-multiplying it by an orthogonalized random
matrix of dimension(N − D) × (N − D). Surprisingly, the
mixing rate then matched that of random directions. It appears,
then, that the advantage of the systematic method comes not
from the systematic way that the basis functions are used,
but has to do with the fact that the basis functions, as they
are calculated by SVD or QR decomposition of matrixA, are
optimally aligned. ComputingB fromA using either SVD and
QR had the same effect. So, the same orthogonal subspace is
spanned by the randomized matrixB but has much slower
mixing. To understand this effect, suppose we start at one end
of a long, thin convex region. Moving in random directions, it
is likely to take a long time to cover the whole region. But, if
one of the systematic directions are aligned with the main axis,

6A full iteration is a set ofN −D regular iterations, which completes the
update of all free dimensions in the systematic approach
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we can quickly cover the region. Why this optimal alignment
happens and whether it is problem-specific is not clear.

G. Whitened MCMC-UMS

Since we have verified that̂λ(z∗) ≃ x̄z, we can now
estimate the centroid (mean of samples drawn using MCMC-
UMS) and can “whiten” the problem. Let̃x be the “whitened”
raw input spectrum,̃xi = xi/λ̂i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, and Ã the
compensated matrix̃Ai,j = Ai,j λ̂i, ∀i, ∀j, which obtains
the same featurez = A′x = Ã′x̃. The new linear constraint
“manifold” is:

x̃ : Ã′x̃ = z∗. (40)

The vector of ones, denoted by1, can be used as a valid
starting vector sincẽA′1 = Ã′

λ̂(z∗) = z∗. MCMC-UMS
will produce vectors with mean1 and meet (40). These vectors
can then be transformed usingxi = x̃iλ̂i, ∀i, to solve the
original problem because they are inM(z∗;T ) and uniformly
distributed7. The result of whitening can be seen in Figure 7
and the result is dramatic. The change in ESS (seen by drawing
a horizontal line) and is more than an order of magnitude for
both systematic and random directions.

H. Dimension effects

To see the effect of dimension on the accuracy ofλ̂(z∗) in
predicting the centroid, we repeated the experiment of Figure
7 for various manifold dimensionsN−D. In Figure 8, we see
the value ofǫ after 20,000 full iterations, averaged over three
trials (systematic approach with whitening). at each dimension.
Even for manifold dimension 3, there is good accuracy:ǫ =
.003 means that the fractional error has a standard deviation
of .055 or 5.5% error. At dimension 125,ǫ is about .00009, a
fractional error standard deviation of 1%.
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Fig. 8. Mean square fractional error as a function of dimension estimated
using 20,000 iterations.

I. MFCC

In section IV-E3, we showed empirically that for ACF
constraints,λ̂(z∗) is related to the Burg maximum entropy
spectral estimation. We now ask if the method can be extended
to other linear constraints (other than ACF) and if this also
results in good spectral estimators. The MEL frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCC) is the predominant feature extraction

7The linear whitening operation preserves the uniform distribution.

method used in human speech analysis [27], [28]. If we
disregard the final stages of logarithm and discrete cosine
transform (DCT), the MFCC features differ from ACF features
only in the matrixA. For MFCC, the columns ofA are the
MEL band functions, which are shown forNc = 24 bands in
Figure 9 forNt = 768 andN = 385. Note that in Figure 9,
the sum of the MEL band functions (line on top) is a constant,
which shows that the requirement to contain an energy statistic
is met.
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Fig. 9. MEL band functions forN = 768. There are 24 bands including
the zero and Nyquist bands. Their sum, the flat line on top, is a constant.

In Figure 10, we see results of MCMC-UMS, similar to
Figure 6. We calculated the MFCC featuresz∗ from 768
samples of human speech at 12kHz sample rate. With the
feature value fixed, we used MCMC-UMS to produce random
spectra. We overlaid the initial LP solution, the MaxEnt
solution λ̂(z∗), and the average of 10000 full MCMC-UMS
iterations ontop of one random MCMC-UMS sample. Again,
we conclude that̂λ(z∗) precisely estimates the centroid. Note
that λ̂(z∗) is a very smooth spectral estimate that is visually
very satisfactory. Our proposed method may be preferred to
open-ended MFCC synthesis methods [29] since the resulting
spectrum is feature-reproducing and has optimal smoothness
since it satisfies the maximum entropy rule, which is the same
as maximizing the spectral flatness [23], [25].

J. Complete Chains

Based on the information presented in the previous paper
[4] and what we presented here, we have provided a means to
create complete generative models from the signal processing
chains for the calculation of both AR and MFCC coefficients.
Combined with a kernel-based PDF estimation of the features,
either single or as a sequence using hidden Markov model
(HMM), we can compute likelihood function values and
produce unlimited samples.

For an AR-based generative model, the PDF projection
was described in ([4], Section V.B). Sampling requires
DFT/magnitude-squared (Section III-A), and ACF calcula-
tion (Section IV-E). For better-behaved features that lend
themselves to modeling by kernel-based PDF estimators, we
suggest additional 1:1 transformations converting to reflection
coefficients ([30], Section VI.D.3), and finally log area ratio
coefficients ([30], Section VI.D.4).

For MFCC, PDF projection was described in ([4], Sec-
tion V.A). Sampling requires DFT/magnitude-squared (Section
III-A), MEL band energy binning (Section IV-I), log transfor-
mation ([30], Section VI.A), and finally DCT with truncation
of output coefficient set (an application of Section III-B).

V. L INEAR FEATURE, DOUBLY-BOUNDEDx

We now treat UMS for linear transforms of data bounded
in amplitude above and below (doubly-bounded) by adapting
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Fig. 10. Light jagged line: One sample spectrum from MCMC-UMS. Line
with dots: LP solution, Circles:̂λ(z∗), Curve through circles: average of
10000 MCMC-UMS samples.

the methods of Section IV, which were shown to maximize
the classical spectral entropy (30). The solution to the doubly-
bounded problem has no classical equivalent and results in
a novel entropy measure. With no loss of generality, data is
assumed to be in the rangex ∈ {x : 0 < xi < 1, ∀i} and the
feature transformation is given by (25). Applications include
PCA and linear transforms of doubly-bounded data including
optical character recognition (OCR), and neural networks.

A. MCMC-UMS for doubly-boundedx

Because the input space is doubly-bounded in all dimen-
sions, it is compact. No energy statistic is needed (See
Theorem 3). So, it is not necessary to insure that the 1-norm
can be computed fromz, although including it may improve
sampling and reconstruction ofx. The sampling procedure is
very similar to the previous example, section IV. Generating
data by MCMC-UMS is affected by the double bound on
the input data and the H&R procedure detailed in Section
IV-C2 is easily adapted. We calculate the boundsγL, γH

the same as before, which are related to the lower bound
on the input data. We also calculate two additional bounds
γ̃L, γ̃H , related to the upper bound on the input data. We
define the vectord = [d1, d2, . . . dN ] calculated fromb as
di = bi/(1 − x0

i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N. Then, γ̃L is equal to the
reciprocal of the most negative value ofd, and γ̃H is the
reciprocal of the largest positive value ofd. Then, the lower
bound onui is the largest ofγL and γ̃L, and the upper bound
on ui is the smallest ofγH and γ̃H .

B. Centroid

We now apply the method of Section IV-D to solve for
the centroid in the doubly-bounded case by finding a suitable
surrogate density. Recall that in Figures 2, and 3, when
N becomes large, the marginal distributions of UMS sam-
ples approach the shape of the maximum entropy densities
under the applicable constraints (Gaussian and exponential,
respectively), which are the suitable surrogate densities. Figure
11 shows the marginal distribution of an element of the
doubly-bounded input data for UMS samples which appears
to be a truncated exponential distribution (TED) with positive
exponent. In fact, for data bounded to the interval[0, 1], the

TED is the maximum entropy distribution under mean (first
moment) constraints ([31], page 186). Let’s take a closer
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Fig. 11. From top: manifold sampling results using MCMC-UMSN = 32,
plotting x1, x2. Right, histogram ofx2.

look at this distribution. For datax in the interval[0, 1] and
exponent parameterα (which can be positive or negative),
the uni-variate truncated exponential distribution (TED)is
p(x;α) = C(α) eαx, where C(α) =

(

α
eα−1

)

. The mean
of this density is given by

λ(α) =

∫ 1

0

x p(x;α) dx =
eα

eα − 1
− 1

α
(41)

and the entropy is given by

Qdb(α) = − log

(

α

eα − 1

)

− αλ(α), (42)

where “db” indicates the doubly-bounded case. The multi-
variate TED is

log p(x) =
N
∑

i=1

logC(αi) + αixi. (43)

The entropy of the multivariate density ofN independent
truncated exponentials is therefore, for input data constrained
to the unit interval[0, 1] is

Qdb(α) =

N
∑

i=1

{

− log

(

αi

eαi − 1

)

− αiλi

}

, (44)

whereλi is computed fromαi using (41).

C. Solving for asymptotic mean of MCMC-UMS

Following the method of section IV-D, we propose to use
(43) as the surrogate density. More precisely, we propose
to maximize the entropy (44) overλ subject toA′λ = z.
Unfortunately, the entropy is written in terms of bothα and
λ. But, it can be shown that for a givenλ, there is a unique
α [32]. This is true in one or more dimensions. Therefore,
α andλ are alternative parameterizations for the multivariate
truncated exponential distribution.

In the same manner as in Sections III-B and IV, we
use u as the free variable under the constraint (26). So,
to maximize (44), we need the derivatives of (44) with
respect to the elements ofu. Using the derivative chain-
rule, we can write the first derivative of (44) with respect

to ui Qui

db =
∑N

k=1 Q
αk

db

(

dλk

dαk

)−1
∂λk

∂ui
, where, from (44)

Qαk

db = − 1
αk

+αk
eαk

(eαk−1)2
. From (41) ,dλk

dαk
= 1

α2

k

− eαk

(eαk−1)2
.
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And, from (20), dλk

dui
= Bk,i. After (a lot of) cancellations, we

get

Qui

db = −
N
∑

k=1

αkBk,i, (45)

resulting in the condition for maximization of entropy:

N
∑

k=1

αkBk,i = 0, ∀i. (46)

But, note that (46) is equivalent to the statement that the vector
α is in the column space ofA, or that there exists a free
variablev such thatα = Av. As an aside, note that condition
(46) also assures that (43) will have zero derivative along the
manifold, which is one of the assumptions of the surrogate
density.

The method to find the centroid is to find the vectorv such
that

A′λ(Av) = z∗, (47)

where λ(α) is equation (41) applied element-wise. This is
essentially the same as for the positive-x case (33) , except
that the non-linear relationship betweenλ andα is different.
The algorithm of Section IV-D to findλ based on driving (35)
to zero can be used ifv0 = 0 and the diagonal elements of
Λ in (36) are given by

Λi =
1

α2
i

− eαi

(eαi − 1)2
. (48)

Let λ̂(z∗) be the value ofλ at the solution to (47). The
modified algorithm to find̂λ(z∗) is:

1) Set iteration countern = 0.
2) To initialize, letv0 = 0.
3) αn = Avn. Initially, α will be the vector of zeros.
4) Computeλn from αn using (41) element-wise.
5) Compute derivative and Hessian according to (36) and

(38), and (48), then updatev:

vn+1 = vn +

[

∂2ρ

∂uk∂ul

]−1 [
∂ρ

∂uk

]

.

6) Incrementn and go to step 3.

D. Simple Example

In this experiment, we used a data size ofN = 128. The
matrix A in (25) computed the firstD = 6 coefficients of
the length-N DCT of x. We created a data samplex using a
raised sine-wave plus Gaussian noise, clipped it to the interval
[0,1], then computed the featurez∗. The originalx was then
discarded. We then computed̂λ(z∗) using the method above.
Figure 12 shows the results. The sample-mean of MCMC-
UMS after 10000 samples matchesλ̂(z∗) as close as could
be determined.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
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Fig. 12. The centroid estimatêλ(z∗) (circles) overlay the sample mean
(dark line). One random MCMC-UMS sample is shown (light jagged line).
The pseudo-inversexA (dashed curve) is seen to have values outside(0, 1).

Fig. 13. Top left: Original cameraman image. Top right: reconstructed
using 48 × 48 DCT coefficients. Bottom left: Maximum entropy image for
doubly-bounded data, for the given48× 48 DCT coefficients. Bottom Right:
Maximum entropy image for positive (singly-bounded) data, for the given
48× 48 DCT coefficients - same as traditional MaxEnt method.

E. Image Example

1) Cameraman image:Let x be an2 × 1 vector created
from a squaren × n image. The matrixA is constructed
in order to produce the 2-dimensional DCT from the input
image x which is of dimensionN = n2. For the input
image, we used the “cameraman” image, down-sampled to
128×128, shown in Figure 13 (top left). For the 128×128
image, matrixA and the orthogonal complement matrixB
are huge, 16384×16384 taken together. Luckily, they do not
need to be explicitly constructed. Rather, products such asA′x

or B′x and the derivatives (29) may be computed using the 2D
DCT and the optimization (29) can be accomplished without
second derivatives.

Figure 13 (top right) shows the same image reproduced by
inverse DCT of the lower48×48 DCT coefficients. This image
is the pseudo-inverse solution (21) and has negative valuesand
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values greater than 1, so is not a valid image.
Figure 13 (bottom left) shows the MaxEnt solutionλ̂(z∗).

Like the image on the top right, it is feature reproducing, but
has values in(0, 1). Note the better image characteristics at
edges and lines.

For comparison purposes, we re-ran the maximization using
the positive assumption of section IV, obtaining the solution
to the maximization of (28) subject to (26), which is the
classical MaxEnt image reconstruction approach, and related
to a MaxEnt 2-D spectral estimate because the 2-D DCT of
the image can be considered the auto-correlation function.It is
the formulation used by a significant amount of the literature
in image reconstruction [23]. Figure 13 (bottom right) shows
the resulting image. Although still showing improvement in
sharpness over Figure 13 (top right), we see the effect of
having no upper bound on the pixel intensity and increased
Gibbs-effect. The result is less pleasing to the eye than Figure
13 (bottom left).

VI. SAMPLING APPLICATION

In this section, we provide an example of the utility of
sampling in a typical classification experiment.

A. Data description

We used the USPS handwritten optical character recognition
(OCR) data set [33]. The data set includes 7291 training
samples and 2007 testing samples of the 10 hand-written
characters 0-9. Each sample is of dimensionN = 256 (a 16×
16 image) with pixel values between 0 and 1.

To limit the required processing, we limited the experiment
to the three digits 3,8,9 (M = 3) and used only 100 randomly-
chosen training samples of each digit. There were 509 samples
in the testing set for the three characters. The remaining
training data (that was not chosen for training) was used as a
likelihood validation subset. The separate testing subsetwas
used to measure classification performance, and we averaged
the errors over ten random trials, each time selecting 100
randomly-chosen training samples of each class.

B. Benchmark Classifiers

To provide a performance benchmark, we used the following
classifiers:

1) A multi-layer perceptron (ML) neural network with one
hidden layer of seven nodes, which provided an average
of 19.2 errors (3.77%).

2) Support vector machine (SVM). We used the SVM Light
toolbox [34] to createM binary classifier functions that
discriminated between the given class and the remaining
classes. Optimum classification performance was ob-
served with polynomial kernel, providing an average of
19.4 errors (3.81%).

3) Generative classifier using Gaussian mixture model
(GMM). Optimum performance was observed with 24
mixture components and diagonal covariance matrices.
We added a diagonal loading constant of 0.1σ̂2 to the
diagonal covariance elements whereσ̂2 is the sample

variance for the given feature. GMM provided an aver-
age of 44.3 errors (8.70%).

4) Mixture of truncated exponential distribution (TED).
This is the same as the GMM approach, but the kernels
are given by (43). Because the region of support of the
TED distribution matches the data, we expect better
performance than the GMM. Optimum classification
performance was observed with 32 mixture components.
TED provided an average of 41.5 errors (8.15%).

5) ILF-GMM. To better match the data to the Gaussian
kernels of the GMM, we expanded the region of support
to the real line using a modified inverse logistic function
(ILF). Details of the ILF transformation are given in
Section VIII-B. Best performance was obtained with 12
mixture components and diagonal covariance matrices
with diagonal loading constant of 0.25̂σ2. ILF-GMM
provided an average of 29.7 errors (5.83%).

6) ILF-PCA-GMM. We performed PCA analysis after ILF
pre-processing, projecting the data onto the topD sin-
gular vectors, then used a GMM to model the PDF
of the features. PCA analysis was carried out using
training data from all classes. Best performance was
obtained at 3 mixture components and 48-dimensional
PCA space. ILF-PCA-GMM provided an average of
22.4 errors (4.40%).

Notice that the discriminative classifiers out-perform thegen-
erative ones. Nevertheless, the generative ones in the order
shown above: GMM, TED, ILF-GMM, ILF-PCA-GMM, pro-
vide decreasing error rate. We would like to see if we can
continue this trend, and possibly improve upon the discrimi-
native classifiers if we use class-dependent PCA.

C. Proposed Classifier

Our classifier was created from class-dependent linear pro-
jection operators. Learning from previous work (See [35],
Section V.E), we created the generative model for a given class
using all the available feature transformations. Let therebeM
data classes. For each class1 ≤ m ≤ M , we gathered all the
training samples for classm into aN ×n matrix X, removed
the mean (separately on each dimension), then performed PCA
by obtaining the topD − 1 eigenvectors of the matrixXX′.
To this, we appended the vector of ones (which is orthogonal
to the eigenvectors as a result of mean removal). The result
was aN ×D matrix Am.

Since the data is limited to the unit hypercube, the feature
transformationszm = Tm(x) belong to the doubly-bounded
case (Section V). Since we also wanted to experiment with the
unbounded case we mapped the pixel values toRN using the
ILF transformation described above, then applied the method
of Section III-B. Later, we corrected the likelihood valuesso
they were referenced to the original data. In the unbounded
case, the feature transformation has a second-order energy
statistic, so is of dimensionD + 1.

Basing the classifier on a class-specific model mixture with
annealing factor (See [35], Section V.E), we used a non-linear
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mixture of projected PDFs

c(x|Hm) =

(

M
∑

l=1

wl,mG∗(x;Tl, gl,m)1/α

)α

, (49)

where
∑

l wl,m = 1 and G∗(x;Tl, gl,m) is the maximum
entropy projected PDF using feature transformationTl(x) and
feature priorgl,m(z), which is the estimated distribution of
Tl(x) under class assumptionHm, and approximated using
a GMM. The model weightswl,m were set to a nearly
flat distribution that slightly favored the design class, so
wl,m = (1+δ(l−m)β)/(β+M), whereβ is a parameter (we
usedβ = 0.2). We conducted some experiments to determine
suitable values ofD, β, α, and number of GMM components,
and whether to use unbounded or doubly-bounded assumption
for x. In Figure 14 (left) , we plot number of errors obtained on
the testing set (of 509 samples) averaged over the ten random
trials, as a function of annealing factorα for three cases we
tried. The caseD = 31, β = 1.17, and 2 GMM components,
and unbounded assumption, produced the best results.
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Fig. 14. Left: Average error as a function of annealing factor α. Right:
Total log-likelihood (total of all classes) as a function ofα with Cm(α, β)
correction applied (solid lines), and withCm(α, β) = 1 (circles) for the three
data classes.

Note that the classification error decreases with increasing
α up to a point, reaching a minimum or flattening out. This
effect of an error minimum at a particularα has been noted in
various other data sets (See [35]). We would like to understand
this effect better by studying it from the point of view of PDF
estimation. But, to do this, we need to determine the constants
Cm(α, β) by MCI, so thatc(x|Hm)/Cm(α, β) is a valid PDF,
as explained in Section I-C, second item.

D. Sampling and Monte Carlo Integration (MCI)

As a proposal distributionpp(x|Hm), we use (49) with
α = 1, β = 0, which simplifies to a linear mixture of projected
PDFs. This provides a proposal distribution that is compatible
with the integrandc(x|Hm). To sample frompp(x|Hm),
we just choose feature indexl according to the uniform
distribution over[1,M ]. We then generate a sample ofzl from
PDF gl,m(zl), then finally generatex using UMS on feature
transformationTl(x). The constantCm(α, β) is approximated
by Cm(α, β) ≃ 1

K

∑K
i=1

c(x|Hm)
pp(x|Hm) . The summation is taken

over K samples from the proposal distributionpp(x|Hm).
Figure 15 (left) shows 25 examples generated in this way
from the proposal distribution for digit “9”. We used 10,000
samples to estimateCm(α, β) at various values ofα with β
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Fig. 15. Left: Twenty-five examples of digit “9” sampled by UMS from
the proposal distributionpp(x|Hm). Right: twenty-five samples produced by
rejection samping (See Section VI-F).

Fig. 16. Normalization constantCm(α, β) as a function ofα. 100 trials of
100 samples each are plotted along with the mean (dark line).

fixed. Figure 16 shows the results for class “9” (left). In Figure
14 (right) we see the total log-likelihood on the likelihood
validation subset as a function ofα for all three data classes,
with Cm(α, β) correction applied and with it not applied (i.e
just c(x|Hm)). Note that withoutCm(α, β), it is not possible
to see the likelihood peak. The likelihood peak is in fact in
agreement with the error optimum atα = 30 in Figure 14
(left). This shows that the reason for the error minimum in
Figure 14 (left) is improved PDF estimation. This new type
of analysis opens the possibility of setting the parametersβ, α
separately for each class, for example.

E. Classifier Combination

Our classifier attained roughly the same performance as the
best benchmark classifier. In an attempt to get the advantageof
both classifiers, we combined them. Letr(x|Hm) be the output
value of the SVM for class assumptionHm. The combined
classifier is modeled after (2) and is written

h(x|Hm) = c(x|Hm) eaα[f(3·r(x|Hm))−1],

wherea is the combining factor,α is the annealing factor de-
fined earlier, andf is the logistic functionf(x) = 1/(1+e−x).
The seemingly arbitrary processingf(3 · r(x|Hm)) approxi-
mates a posterior class probabilityp(Hm|x) . The combination
results are shown in Figure 17 (left). Average error for the
combining method had a minimum average error of 14.3
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(2.8%) at a combining factor ofa = 0.7, significantly better
then the best benchmark classifier that obtained an average
error of 19.2 errors (3.77%).
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Fig. 17. Classification error (average of 10 trials) as a function of combining
factor a. Left: classification error. Right: log-likelihood.

To find the cause of this error minimum, we applied MCI
to estimate the normalization factor by determining the sam-
ple mean of the functionh(x|Hm)/pp(x|Hm), over samples
drawn from the proposal distributionpp(x|Hm). In Figure 17
(right), we show the total likelihood value on the likelihood
validation subset as a function ofa, with normalization factor
Cm(α, β) applied and not applied. A likelihood peak can only
be seen with normalization factor applied and its location is
consistent with the error minimum in Figure 17 (left). Our
classifier performed significantly better than the benchmark
classifiers, and the seemingly arbitrary operations that we
performed could be quantitatively explained in terms of the
PDF estimation.

F. Rejection Sampling

We can approximate drawing samples from the normalized
distributionh(x|Hm)/C using rejection sampling [5]. To do
this, we create a covering distribution by scaling the proposal
distribution by a constantc so that it is always larger than the
desired distributionh(x|Hm) (we can ignore the scaling). This
can be approximated if we have enough samples ofpp(x|Hm)
to be sure we have a sample near the peak ofh(x|Hm). Let
the covering distribution bec · pp(x|Hm). We then draw a
samplex from pp(x|Hm), then draw a uniform RVu in [0,
1]. If u < h(x|Hm)/(c · pp(x|Hm)), we accept the sample.
Figure 15 (right side) shows 25 samples of class “9” created
in this way. The acceptance rate was about 0.2%, which was
more than adequate. Note the improved appearance of these
samples compared with the proposal distribution (Left).

VII. C ONCLUSION

We have introduced the method of uniform manifold sam-
pling (UMS) for drawing samples from from MaxEnt PDF
projection densities. We considered iterative, non-linear, and
linear transformations. For linear transformations, we exam-
ined the cases of unbounded, singly-bounded, and doubly-
bounded input data. We described an efficient UMS implemen-
tation using MCMC forxi > 0 and for 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, where
the inversion manifold is convex and the manifold centroid
(expected mean given the fixed feature value), proves to be
an interesting and useful quantity. We have demonstrated the

surrogate density method to compute the centroid estimate
for both singly and doubly-bounded data without sampling,
and used it to greatly speed up MCMC and as a generalized
MaxEnt feature inversion solution that we demonstrated for
MaxEnt spectral estimation and image reconstruction. We also
conducted a classification experiment in which we showed the
power of PDF projection and UMS to create valid generative
models from hybrid classifiers combining class-dependent
feature tansformations and auxiliary discriminative classifiers.
We also were able to use Monte Carlo integration to predict
the best parameters of the hybrid classifier, something that
could lead to new methods of classifier design.

VIII. A PPENDIX

A. Convergence of Surrogate Density to Manifold

In this appendix, we show the property that the probability
mass of the surrogate density does, in fact congregate at the
manifold at high dimension. As previously defined, we are
given anN × D full-rank matrix A, a fixed feature vector
z∗ ∈ RD, and the PDFps(x) with meanλs ∈ RN meeting
the requirementA′

λs = z∗. Let the manifold be defined by
{x : A′x = z∗}. As illustrated in Figure 5, we propose
decomposing any vectorx into the componentxA in the
column space ofA and the orthogonal componentxB . Note
thatxA = A(A′A)−1A′x = A(A′A)−1z. SincexA depends
only onz, it is clear that any vectorx that lies on the manifold
is such thatxA is fixed to the valuēxA = A(A′A)−1z∗.
Also, as illustrated in Figure 5, letd(x) be the distance to
the manifold,d(x) =

√

(xA − x̄A)′(xA − x̄A), which may
be written d(x) =

√

(A′x− z∗)′(A′A)−1(A′x− z∗) Now
consider what happens if we increase the dimension ofx by
stackingn independent samples drawn from PDFps(x) one on
top of another so that it is dimensionn·N , and stacking matrix
A in the same way, so that it is dimensionn·N×D. Let these
be denoted byxn andAn, respectively. Additionally, we scale
An by the factor1n so that the expected value ofA′

nxn is still
z∗. This will also have the effect that(A′

nAn) = (A′A). We
may write dn(xn) =

√

(A′
nxn − z∗)′(A′A)−1(A′

nxn − z∗)
All terms in the expression are constant except for the statistic
A′

nxn, which can be seen as an average of an increasing
number of independent samples, but with known meanz∗. By
the law of large numbers,dn(xn) must go to zero asn → ∞.

B. Inverse Logistic Function

To remove the effects of quantization of the USPS data, we
first subtracted the value 2.42e-6 from all pixel values. Then,
we added.0001 u to each pixel below 0.5, and subtracted
.0001 u from each sample above 0.5, whereu is a standard
exponential random variable of mean 1. Then, to expand the
region of support to the real line, we applied the following
transformation to each pixel valuex: Let w = x(1−a)+a/2,
wherea = .00005. Next, lety = − log (1/w − 1) . The PDF
of generative models computed ony was converted to a PDF
on x using the rulep(x) = p(y)

∏N
i=1 |∂yi/∂xi|.
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